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Co-Chair’s Report
2010-11
Jean Innes & Cori Paul
Co-Chairs, ESCC

2010-2011 was a year that saw the completion of
a number of ESCC projects and the initiation of
others. The year was full of activities and progress
bringing with it unique challenges and opportunities
for continued collaborative efforts.
The completion of the Edmonton Seniors Declaration
was achieved, and shared in a formal ceremony at
City Hall. The Declaration was a joint project of the
City of Edmonton and the ESCC, with Edmonton
City Council proclaiming a commitment to the
seniors of Edmonton in attempt(s) to work towards
making Edmonton an age friendly city. A copy of the
Edmonton Seniors Declaration may be found on the
ESCC website www.seniorscouncil.net.
2010/11 was a year of capacity building for ESCC
council members and their boards. Two very
successful board development sessions (held at
Westend Seniors Activity Centre and SEESA)
were facilitated by ESCC board members and
were well received. Additionally, a further show
of commitment to board development was realized
when the ESSC completed individual evaluations
of its board members’ performance and identified
areas where they would like to increase their
own capacity. Board members also completed
a full day workshop on financial stewardship,
learning to read the financial statement of the
board in a more informed manner. Two strategic
planning sessions also took place in early
January and February, of 2011, facilitated by
Kim Ghostkeeper. The sessions were hosted by
SEESA and board members came together to
envision the work of the board for the next five
years. This engaged and focused work will be
instrumental in planning activities for the years

Jean Innes, left, and Cori Paul
served as board co-chairs in 2010.

to come, but does not supplant the important and
ongoing work that will be required in the years
ahead by new board members.
The Strategic Plan for Services to Edmonton
Seniors is expected to be completed by the spring
of 2011. It will be retitled A Vision for an Age
Friendly Edmonton and will be widely distributed.
Two projects arising from this document have
been established: the core community supports
project and the seniors assisted transportation
project. Both projects will be reported on this
spring. For further details of these reports please
see the specific articles in the annual report. A
third project, the outreach assessment project,
continues toward implementation and will yield
insights for seniors and appropriate services in
the year ahead.
continued next page
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Our third Creative Age Festival took off with great
excitement in June of 2010. Activities such as
dancing, singing, storytelling, artworks, discussion
groups, etc., served to inspire and enlighten
participating seniors focusing on the potential for
creativity and wisdom in the years ahead.

energies to the board and say good-bye to some
inspirational colleagues who have left due to
illness, death, new beginnings or marriage. We
wish our friends well in their new endeavours,
knowing their energies continue to flow through
the members who remain behind.

The work inherent in addressing goals cited in
A Vision for an Age Friendly Edmonton brings
with it an ever increasing demand for staff time,
particularly where the ESCC must take the lead
position. It is apparent that attention to this
demand needs to be monitored and additional
support staff added to share the work load when
necessary.

In closing we extend sincere appreciation to
Sheila Hallett, our executive director, and to Rich
Gossen, our communication coordinator, for their
continued diligence and exceptional leadership as
ESCC continues to move forward. We also extend
appreciation to board and council members who
continue to give of their time and effort to assist the
ESCC to meet its obligations and commitments.
We also acknowledge the support of the City of
Edmonton, Mayor Stephen Mandel, Councillor
Linda Sloan and seniors coordinator Brenda Wong
for their ongoing support and guidance for the
ESCC activities.

As with any organization, our work could not be
achieved without the dedication and commitment
of a great many individuals. We are grateful to
those who continue to volunteer their time and

Move expected to prove advantageous
The Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council has moved its offices.
Effective March 28, 2011, our address became:
#255 Bonnie Doon Shopping Centre
8330 - 82 Avenue, Edmonton, AB T6C 4E3
Please change your records, if you have not already done so. Our phone number and email addresses
remain the same.
The move addresses one of the primary concerns with our old location on Jasper Avenue - namely, the
difficulty and expense of finding parking in Edmonton’s downtown core. We have plenty of parking at
our new address and it’s all free!
Please feel free to pay us a visit.
We can’t promise we’ll always have treats but the coffee’s always on. We will likely be scheduling more
of our meetings at our new location, now that a major impediment to doing so has been removed, so we
hope to see many of you soon for that reason as well.
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Executive Director’s Report
By Sheila Hallett
ESCC Executive Director

As the ESCC prepares to pull up
stakes from our downtown office
we are sorting through files,
reports and resource material, and
trying to reduce the sheer volume
that we have accumulated in the
six years since the organization
was formed. So many projects
have been completed and good
progress has been made in a
Sheila Hallett
Executive Director number of areas.
As I look back on 2010 I note the completion of
the Outreach Assessment Project, which resulted
in an enhanced collaborative model for outreach
developed and supported by 14 member agencies.
Work continues on the implementation of the model.

to include several new recommendations received
from stakeholders such as the Edmonton Police
Service, Edmonton Elder Abuse Intervention
Team, Edmonton Fire Rescue Services and the
multicultural community.
We were thrilled in December to hear that the
World Health Organization had accepted Mayor
Mandel’s application to have Edmonton included
in the Age-Friendly Cities Global Network. This
makes Edmonton the fourth city in Canada (others
include Wellington, Saanich and London) to be
included. Joining the network signifies that we have
committed to a process of continually assessing and
improving age friendliness in our city. It also allows
us access to research and information from many
other cities across the world.

Work began on an Assisted Seniors’ Transportation The ESCC continued to act as the fiscal agent for the
Model and on a project to define core/essential and Creative Age Festival, which occurred for the third
helpful community support services and where they
should be delivered and administrated in order to
enable seniors to age in place.
City Council unveiled the Edmonton Seniors
Declaration in June, outlining the city’s
commitment to addressing the needs of seniors and
calling it to action to become more age-friendly.
This declaration as well as Edmonton Seniors: A
Portrait were undertaken by the city with help from
the ESCC. The Portrait outlines demographics,
statistics, needs and issues in key areas and sets the
stage for a plan to address the needs and issues of
seniors in Edmonton.
And speaking of a plan, the Strategic Plan for
Services to Edmonton Seniors (released in draft
form in 2009) was updated and expanded in 2010

CAF steering committee member David Barnet
demonstrates his creativity.
continued next page
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year during Seniors’ Week in June. We also hosted
three information sessions for board members of
organizations that belong to the ESCC on roles and
responsibilities of board members, understanding
financial reports, and governance models. We
assisted on the Senior Centre Capital Development
Plan undertaken by the City of Edmonton as well as
the Aging in Place Pilots which are taking place in
southeast Edmonton.
Our communication work continues to provide
valuable information to the sector and beyond. The
weekly electronic bulletin is continually mentioned
at meetings as being very helpful to workers and
seniors. We gave presentations about Edmonton’s
age friendly initiatives and distributed many guides
on programs for seniors throughout the city.
Our board guided the ESCC ably throughout 2010
and made much progress in the area of building
capacity within our board and beyond. Plans were
solidified for two facilitated board sessions early

in 2011 to draft a new three-year strategic plan
for ESCC and those meetings proved to be very
enlightening and helpful for all involved.
It continues to be a privilege to work with Rich
Gossen on communications and the many other
initiatives he becomes involved with. He adds so
much to the organization. We are also very lucky
to have part time assistance from Allison Purdon
while she is attending the University of Alberta.
She was hired as our summer student in 2010 and
continues to come in when she can. It has been
a busy year and we hope you take time to read
the reports herein to get more detailed information
about our many initiatives. Our new location in
Bonnie Doon Mall will be more accessible and
get us out of the busy downtown core. You are
always welcome to drop by for a tour and a cup
of coffee. We look forward to working with all of
our member organizations in 2011 and beyond and
trust that we will continue to make progress on an
Age-Friendly Edmonton.

ESCC board members Jeanette Boman, Roger Laing and
Judy Sillito help plan the council’s future.
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ESCC Core Community
Support Project
The Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council Progress so Far
(ESCC) has developed a Strategic Plan for The project began with a literature review of local
Services to Edmonton’s Seniors based on the reports and plans (including but not limited to):
World Health Organization’s guidelines for Age• Global Age-Friendly Cities: A Guide
Friendly Cities. The first goal defined in the plan
• Strategic Plan for Services to Edmonton
is to “ensure community support services are
Seniors: Towards 2015
inclusive and responsive in meeting the needs of
• Mobilizing For Action: A Report to Help
seniors.” Developing and implementing a model
Create Culturally Responsive Pathways for
that defines core/essential and optional services,
Isolated Immigrant Seniors
and how they are best delivered and administered,
• The Continuing Care Strategy: Aging in the
is the first of six suggestions in the plan to make
Right Place
that goal a reality. The Core Community Support
• Edmonton Seniors: A Portrait
Project (CCSP) grew out of that suggestion with a
• Aging in Place: A Neigbourhood Strategy
focus on development.
• Helping Seniors Age in Place A Strategic
Framework to Improve Outreach to
Purpose:
Edmonton’s Isolated and/or At-Risk Seniors
1) Identify the core/essential community sup• Aging In Place: Promises And Pitfalls
port needs of seniors and
Speaker Series - Final Report
2) Define how those services might be deliv• Aging Population Policy Framework
ered to enable aging in place
• Seniors’ Centres Capital Development Plan
The goal for the project is to identify more
coordinated, effective and efficient ways to deliver Interviews and focus groups were conducted
core/essential community support services to with Edmonton seniors, with service providers
enable seniors to age in place. Parameters include and professionals. Focus group and interview
ESCC member agencies that provide, or are willing participants were asked to describe the essential/
to become involved in providing, core/essential core community supports they require to stay in
support services to seniors. We defined aging in their own homes or to identify the unmet essential/
place as “the ability of people to choose to live core community supports that caused them to move
in the home and community of their choice as to assisted living.
independently and safely as possible.”
The Steering Committee generated an inventory
Work began in the fall of 2010 and will be completed of community supports that was combined with a
in spring of 2011. A Steering Committee made up pre-existing list of services developed by one of the
of representatives from ESCC member agencies, committee members. Services were categorized as
Alberta Health Services, the City of Edmonton and essential/core or helpful. This list was combined
Alberta Quality of Life Commission informs and with the information gathered from interviews and
focus groups held with seniors, along with existing
guides the process.

continued next page
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research results, and put into an updated inventory.
The results were reviewed by a number of ESCC
agencies who hadn’t been involved up to that point
and the group went on to suggest where essential
and helpful services should be delivered. This
group also contemplated how services should be
administrated, coordinated, and/or supervised.

are equally important because individual needs can
change over time and circumstances. When a person
needs something, it quickly becomes essential.

Many seniors expressed reluctance, however, about
asking for help. This seems to be tied to strong values
of self-sufficiency and self-reliance. In some ethnocultural communities the hesitancy seems linked to
Preliminary Findings
a fear of bringing shame to the family, as it suggests
The community supports most frequently mentioned that adult children are not meeting their obligations.
by participant seniors as essential/core (order does
not signify importance) are:
Participants expressed a number of concerns about
health services delivery and identified strengthened
• Food security
home care as key to staying in their homes. This is
• Social interaction (to reduce isolation)
not within the scope of the project but it highlights
• Household support and maintenance
the need for strong partnerships and/or collaboration
• Transportation
between health and community service providers.
• Information about available services and
programs
The final report will be written and distributed to all
• Safety (both within and outside the home)
ESCC members via the Link-Letter. It will also be
• Access to financial supports
posted on the ESCC website and our hope is that it
will be a tool for agency planning and for continued
Many seniors stated that all community supports conversations about aging in place services.

Left to right, Jasper Coun. Brenda Zinck, Jean Innes,
Alberta Health and Wellness Minister Gene Zwozdesky and
Edmonton Coun. Linda Sloan help celebrate Edmonton’s Aging in Place initiatives.
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The Work of Communication
is Never Done
The Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council is
intended to be a “communication hub” for the
senior sector so it’s only fitting that we put a lot of
time and energy into communicating.
Thankfully, these efforts have not gone unnoticed.
Our weekly electronic newsletter, for example,
continued during 2010 to be endorsed through
comments such as, “I am letting you know how
much we appreciate this newsletter. Thanks so
much for putting it together for us.”
One staff member went so far as to describe the
Link-Letter as the “highlight of my week”.
After experiencing some emailing “issues” during
Maureen Gross and Rich Gossen provide
input during an ESCC planning session.
the year, our distribution lists were rebuilt, on the
advice of our information technology consultant,
and hopefully now everyone who has expressed consult when their clients needed, or could benefit
an interest in receiving this publication is, indeed, from, enrollment in particular kinds of programs
receiving it.
or activities.
Our circulation numbers are somewhat fluid, as
staff come and go and their names are added to or
subtracted from the list. Some agencies also post
the Link-Letter internally and/or forward it to their
lists of contacts, the number of which is unknown
at our office.
Directory
The ESCC has been publishing a Physical Activity
and Recreation Directory for Older Adults since
2006 but it has evolved in a number of ways
since then.

In response to requests that the publication be
distributed more widely, and be made available
to seniors as well as to staff, the format and
appearance were adjusted to keep costs within
reason and many more copies were circulated.
In 2010, the ESCC and City of Edmonton
Community Services distributed 4,000 copies to a
distribution list that continues to grow in response
to demand. For each of the past two years, the
ESCC has barely had a handful of copies left for
display and filing after filling repeat orders.

Initially it came out several times a year but was The project has grown to the point that it was
only distributed to senior-serving staff. It was turned over in 2009 and 2010 to summer students
intended to be a quick reference guide they would Sasha Deelstra and Allison Purdon.
continued next page
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Awareness-raising
The ESCC continues to serve the interests of some of
its member organizations by coordinating production
of a monthly Edmonton Examiner Seniors Scene
page. It lists events and activities senior centres and
other agencies will hold during the following month
and/or promotes opportunities for involvement and
engagement.

The ESCC also continues to communicate and
provide resources through its website. During 2010,
the council added social media to its means of
communication and started a Facebook page. One
could not yet characterize this endeavour as a roaring
success, but our list of “friends” is growing slowly.

In short, the ESCC continues to make every effort
to fulfill its role as a communications hub and to
The popularity of this initiative is best demonstrated respond to the desire of its members to be kept aware
by the fact that none of the participating agencies has and information of developments and opportunities
dropped out during the past three years.
in the senior sector.

Interagency Programmers
Programmers at seniors centres in Edmonton are good at their jobs.
But they know they can become even more skilled and resourceful when they
share ideas, exchange information, talk through issues of concern and learn from
each other.
In 2010, programmers from 10 of Edmonton’s 16 seniors centres got together
six times for these very purposes. They were joined by representatives from two
agencies and the ESCC’s communications coordinator.
In recent years, programmers have taken the lead in involving seniors centres in the Creative Age
Festival (and have served on a number of the key organizing committees); educated themselves
about new technological resources, such as the MySeniorCenter and Posit Science Brain Fitness
software packages; grappled with how to prepare for and plan for the Baby Boomers becoming
seniors; and, of course, shared information about what’s hot and what’s not in programming for
seniors.
Being open to new ideas and adapting old ones to address emerging needs will make it easier for
seniors centres to remain relevant as seniors themselves change.
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Seniors Transportation
A Year in Review
Statistics Canada reports that in 2009, senior Statistics Canada notes, for example, that 79 per
Canadians, aged 65 and older, made up 14 per cent cent of senior men drive, compared to 44 per cent
of senior women. Nearly two-thirds
of the Canadian population. In 2036,
(65 per cent) of married seniors drive,
this proportion is projected to increase to
compared to less than half (47 per cent)
between 23 and 25 per cent.
of widowed seniors.
The increase is already beginning to be
Slightly more than two thirds (68 per
felt, as the large number of baby boomers
cent) of seniors who perceive their
working its way through population
health to be “excellent” or “very
demographics has begun to turn 65. In
good” drive, but only 47 per cent of
Alberta alone 2,000 people turn 65 each
seniors who rate their health as “fair”
month.
or “poor” do so.
This has important implications for an isSome seniors cannot afford a car, the Aging in
sue the Edmonton Seniors Coordinating
Council has been working on virtually since its in- Canada website points out. Others no longer
ception -- namely, the availability and sustainability can drive because of health reasons, such as
deteriorating eyesight.
of transportation services for seniors.
The ESCC was instrumental in forming the Edmon- This has both expected and unexpected conseton Seniors Transportation Steering Committee in quences. Social isolation that results from loss of
2007 and continues to chair the group in 2010. The capacities may be one of the reasons seniors concommittee comprises representatives from Alberta
Transportation, Alberta Seniors and Community
Supports, Alberta Health Services Home Care, the
Office of Traffic Safety for the Alberta Centre for Injury Control & Research, the Alberta Motor Association, City of Edmonton Sustainable Transportation,
City of Edmonton Community Services, Edmonton
Transit System, Seniors Assisted Transportation Society of Greater Edmonton (SATS), Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton (SAGE), the Medically
At-Risk Driver Centre and Seniors United Now.
Issues
The need for transportation for seniors is an easy
issue to identify as important, since it affects all
seniors, but a difficult one to address, as seniors are
not a monolithic group. Their needs vary due to a
wide range of factors, including age, sex, marital
status, financial means and health conditions.

Caroline Gee of AMA, and Shelley Sabo of
City of Edmonton, pose with the Driving Angel
award recipients at the March 19, 2011
Senior Transportation Symposium
continued next page
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The Seniors Assisted Transportation Project aims
to support, develop and increase the capacity
of the member agencies that are involved... in
offering assisted transportation to seniors.
Tool intended to help seniors improve, or at least
maintain, their driving skills for as long as it is safe
for them to operate a motor vehicle, and then to get
“Of seniors who do drive, many may only feel at information on services that help them make the
ease driving in their immediate neighbourhood. transition from driver to passenger.
Some older drivers find it overwhelming if expected
to drive to an unfamiliar location or where there is The prototype of the tool was made available to the
heavier traffic. Many seniors have poor night vision, 140 seniors and family members who attended the
and avoid driving after sunset.”
Road to Independence seniors transportation forum
held at Westend Seniors Activity Centre on March
Scheduling assisted transportation in advance for 13. ESCC partnered with Westend Seniors, the City
appointments is difficult for seniors who have of Edmonton and the Alberta Motor Association
short term memory problems and sometimes the in organizing the event, which presented speakers
hours of waiting and travel time that are added and information on transportation options, drivers
to the length of a medical or other appointment licensing and safe driving. Stakeholders such as the
become an issue as well.
Edmonton Transit System, Alberta Transportation
Driver Fitness and Monitoring, the Alberta Centre
Outside of the downtown core, a senior may have for Injury Control & Research/Office of Traffic
to walk several blocks to an accessible public Safety and Driving Miss Daisy set up displays,
transit stop, which is a problem for seniors with provided pamphlets and answered questions.
mobility impairments.
The ESCC sought feedback on the Transportation
A recent Canadian Seniors Health Study found Tool at and following the forum, and then worked
that, for many seniors, there simply isn’t a family with the Alberta Motor Association (AMA) on remember available to drive them. The majority of fining the layout and publishing the resource as a
seniors are single, divorced or widowed, and this is Seniors’ Transportation Information Guide. Inforparticularly true for older women.
mation compiled by the Medically At-Risk Driver
Centre and Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton
“For approximately one half of seniors in Canada, helped in putting together the content for the booklet.
their ‘closest child’ lives more than 10 kilometres
away.” Thirty per cent of seniors have two or fewer It includes information about driver assessment,
friends, and these friends may not drive either.
transportation options for people who no longer
wish to drive, and resources that a senior can ac“Many seniors living on their own consider it cess from his or her home without having to rely on
extremely important to avoid asking family or transportation.
friends for ‘favours’ such as rides: certainly not on
a regular basis.”
Due to unavoidable delays, the guide wasn’t
available for distribution until early 2011. It is now
Response
being delivered to a wide range of service providers
In 2010, the ESCC hired university student Allison for distribution to seniors and is also available at all
Purdon to put together a Seniors Transportation Edmonton AMA offices and city recreation facilities.
sume more alcohol than they did earlier in life, the
website notes.
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This supplements the Find-a-Ride tool that is
posted on the ESCC website which allows a senior
or their family member (or a service provider) to
enter the data for a ride request and it filters all the
providers to show what agencies in Edmonton meet
the criteria for the ride. The user can then contact
the service provider themselves and make the ride
request.
Seniors Assisted Transportation Project
Work began in 2010 on a project to plan a more
coordinated seniors’ assisted transportation model
with the help of several member organizations.
The Seniors Assisted Transportation Project aims
to support, develop and increase the capacity of
the member agencies that are involved, or wish
to be involved, in offering assisted transportation
to seniors. Assisted transportation for this project
is defined as door-through-door transportation for
seniors who have mobility challenges and other
special needs that prevent them from using public
transportation or other existing ride services.
Carol Greenaway was hired as a consultant to complete the following work and she is assisted by Collette Mandin, Devonna Klassen and administrative
assistants as needed:
•
•
•

•

Review existing research that has been
collected to date regarding Edmonton
assisted seniors transportation
Meet with assisted transportation providers
on committee and individually as necessary
for information collection
Map assisted seniors transportation services
to seniors to illustrate what exists now,
reveal gaps and overlaps, and provide some
analysis
Work with stakeholders to develop a more
coordinated, effective and efficient service
model to cater to Edmonton seniors who

require assisted transportation, including:
1. Based on promising practices, recommend a data base program that will allow the groups to collect common data
and generate statistical reports, including client intake and membership, driver
intake, driver dispatch, driver activity
tracking, driver compensation and client
billing
2. Based on promising practices, explore
the use of a centralized request and dispatch system that is compatible with the
data collection
3. Develop a sliding fee scale based on
current data in seniors sector
4. Based on promising practices of local
providers and other research , develop
a how-to toolkit for driver recruitment,
screening, training, orientation and appreciation (taking into account any current barriers such as security clearance
regulations and new fingerprint requirements)
5. Based on promising practices, make
recommendations for how the service
could effectively serve multicultural seniors
6. Develop a resource on potential funding
sources and sponsorship strategies for
this enhanced model
7. Based on promising practices, recommend promotion options which would
increase awareness of the enhanced
model
The project will wrap up in April 2010 and we will
then submit our report to the City of Edmonton,
along with a recommended model. Funding will
need to be secured to pilot the model and agencies
may have an opportunity to become involved in the
new model through a tender process.

EDMONTON SENIORS COORDINATING COUNCIL
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Council’s Involvement in
Creative Aging about to Change
The Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council is
about to cut the apron strings attaching it to the
Creative Age Festival.
The ESCC was a founding member of the steering
committee that brought the festival to life in 2008.
For each of the past three years, the council has
served as the fiscal agent for the festival and ESCC
staff have assisted its coordinator by providing
counsel and support, and by serving on several of
the organizing sub-committees.
By 2010, however, all members of the steering
committee realized that their fledging event needed
a new “parent”. As a result, two parallel festival
initiatives were launched: planning for the 2011
CAF and preparing for a meeting at which a new
governing committee will begin to be formed.

The new committee will include representation from
the previous steering committee, but the ESCC has
decided that its role, in keeping with its mandate
and in recognition of its limited human resources,
is best carried out by supporting arts and aging
initiatives organized by seniors centres, virtually
all of whom are council members. Rather than
devoting as much time to special event planning as
it has during the past three years, the council will
focus on encouraging and supporting year-round
activities that promote the engagement of seniors
in the arts.
It’s not that the ESCC no longer supports the aims
of the Creative Age Festival, which are to recognize
the vital contributions of arts to lifelong learning,
creative expression, and health and well-being
in later life; celebrate the contributions senior
artists have made; and foster increased arts-based
participation by older adults. It’s just that the
council will be supporting these aims in other ways.
Benefits
That being said, the 2010 CAF built on experience
gained during previous years while focusing on
extending the reach of the festival further into the
community.
Arts cafés, featuring local senior choirs, musicians,
writers, dancers and drama groups, were held at
SAGE, Northgate Lions Seniors Recreation Centre,
Strathcona Place Senior Centre and Westend
Seniors Activity Centre.

The Creative Age Festival encourages older adults
to “open your senior years to the arts”.

Other festival events included film screenings
of documentaries about extraordinary seniors; a
Connecting to Creativity Through Aboriginal Arts
continued next page
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and Healing professional development symposium;
FEST (the Festival of Edmonton Seniors Theatre),
showcasing original theatre produced by Edmonton
seniors and workshops led by internationally
acclaimed instructors; a choral festival featuring
choirs from some of Edmonton’s multicultural
communities; art exhibitions showcasing the work
of senior centre and art club members; an aboriginal
open mic session; storytelling by members
of TALES, The Alberta League Encouraging
Storytelling; a limited seating special final rehearsal
by the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra; and a
closing celebration/party featuring the Central
Lions Dance Band.
Venues for festival events included the Winspear
Centre, Art Gallery of Alberta, Royal Alberta
Museum, Timms Centre for the Arts at the University
of Alberta, Edmonton City Hall, Stanley A. Milner
Library, Robbins Health Learning Centre at Grant
MacEwan University, Alberta Avenue Community
League hall, and The Carrot Community Arts
Coffeehouse.
As one attendee put it, the festival engendered “a
good feeling of being respected as a senior and that
someone feels we are worthwhile”.
Future
Consultant Donna Cardinal has been hired to
work with the ESCC and other steering committee
members in 2011 to form the new CAF governing
committee. By the 2011 festival an initial meeting
of potential governing committee members will
have taken place with a focus on the long term
governance possibilities for Creative Aging in
Edmonton. It is expected to be in place prior to the

Seniors are encouraged to challenge themselves
and celebrate their capabilities and potential.

2011 CAF so that its members get a feel for where
the festival and the creative aging movement is at
in Edmonton.
A new governing committee will eventually take
on responsibility for nurturing the festival as it
continues to grow and develop.

EDMONTON SENIORS COORDINATING COUNCIL
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Outreach Project
In the December 2007 Aging in Place: A
Neighborhood Strategy report, produced for the
City by Community Services Consulting Ltd., a
recommendation was made “that the ESCC could
be asked to review outreach services currently
available to seniors, with a special focus on the
elderly at-risk group; and encouraged to involve
seniors centres in planning and coordinating the
changes required to outreach services across the
city.” We completed that assessment in 2010.

collaborative model for outreach to isolated and/
or at-risk seniors. The group agreed that it is not
necessary to create a new organization, but for the
network to operate collectively to deliver outreach.
The agencies and their boards support moving
to implementation on the many ideas included
in the report. The group felt that there should be
centralized, coordinated training for outreach
workers and that there should be efforts to expand
the collaborative network to include other outreach
or related services, with attention to addressing the
We undertook this work beginning early in 2009 needs of seniors that require specialized services.
with funding assistance from the New Horizons for
Seniors federal grant program. We enlisted the help Work would also explore and develop, as necessary,
of two contractors: Cheryl Klassen interviewed 31 common approaches, standard forms, tools and
isolated seniors and 18 sector outreach workers to resource development, as well as promotion of
understand what the issues are for seniors and then enhanced outreach services to raise awareness
mapped what exists currently for outreach. Mark in the community. Outreach work was found to
Holmgren was then hired to facilitate meetings include six core services:
with ESCC and the 14 participating agencies on the
1. Case finding;
steering committee to design an improved model
2. Assessment services;
for delivering outreach.
3. Information and referral;
4. Case management;
Outreach was defined as a service delivery model
5. Service development and system advocacy;
that aims to improve accessibility of services to
6. Community engagement/community buildseniors. It involves outreach workers providing a
ing.
set of services to seniors in their homes, a centre
or elsewhere in the community. The work focused
on isolated and/or at-risk seniors age 55 and older To implement the model will require some funding
who present complex needs or circumstances and to enable the coordination of training and the tool
who are typically unable to address these needs on development. We expect there will be some funding
identified for this in 2011.
their own.
The final report, Helping Seniors Age in Place-A
Strategic Framework to Improve Outreach to
Edmonton’s Isolated Seniors, is a joint effort of
14 senior-service agencies proposing an enhanced
16
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Vision for an
Age-Friendly Edmonton
The ESCC Strategic Plan for Services to Edmonton
Seniors lays out goals and recommendations to
help Edmonton move forward in nine key areas.
This plan, which was released in 2009 in draft
form, is being updated and reformatted. It will be
released to the public in Spring 2011 as a Vision
for an Age Friendly Edmonton.
Work on this plan began back in 2008 as ESCC
member agencies formed a process committee.
The World Health Organization’s Global AgeFriendly Cities Guide was used as a framework for
reviewing key areas to assess strengths, challenges
and gaps. The committee drafted goals and actions
that would address the gaps and community input
was sought. The committee went a step further
to identify stakeholder organizations from within
the senior sector, and from other sectors in some
cases, to ensure that work could begin for making
Edmonton an age-friendly city.

documents which together outline Edmonton’s
commitment and vision for being an agefriendly city. The first document was unveiled by
Edmonton city council on June 3, 2010: Edmonton
Seniors Declaration is a call to action developed
by the City and the ESCC. The second document,
Edmonton Seniors: A Portrait, reflects the realities
of life for Edmonton seniors in 2010 and highlights
their contributions, needs and interests, along
with demographics and statistical information.
This document was a joint production of the City
of Edmonton and the ESCC and was released in
November of 2010.

These documents are culminations of years of
work by the ESCC, with help from the City
of Edmonton. They have attracted a fair bit of
attention from other Alberta communities who are
also assessing their capacity to serve increased
numbers of seniors. Many thanks to all ESCC
agencies who have been part of this work through
This Vision document will be the third of three the years!

Members of the Multicultural Women & Senior Services Association meet
Councillor Linda Sloan at the media event for the Aging in Place Initiative.
EDMONTON SENIORS COORDINATING COUNCIL
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Board Chair
Meetings
The ESCC convened only one Senior Sector EDs
and Board Reps meeting in 2010.
Rather than signalling an oversight or lack of
interest in continuing these consultation and
information sharing sessions, however, the absence
of “traditional” meetings of this nature was simply
a reflection of coordination of a number of sessions
addressing issues of interest and concern previously
identified by board members.
The one Senior Sector EDs and Board Reps meeting
on March 10 was followed by a Summer Conversation
Cafe on June 24, which brought together board
chairs to speak with other board chairs, treasurers to
speak with other treasurers, etc. One request heard
repeatedly from participants was that more of these
sessions be held on a regular basis.
A follow-up session on Sept. 27 with consultant
Hilary Rose addressed a more specific request -namely, that board members be enabled to develop
a clearer understanding of how to read financial
statements.
A Winter Conversation Cafe on Nov. 26 responded
to the broader request for continuing contact with
members of other boards and followed a format
similar to the Summer Conversation Cafe.
The value of the sessions is perhaps most clearly
demonstrated by the fact that 49 board members
registered for the Summer Conversation Cafe and 47
registered for the Winter Conversation Cafe.
The ESCC will continue to look for ways to increase
the skills and capacity of sector board members by
responding to their requests and identified needs.
18

The ESCC strives to be responsive to the needs of
its members by challenging and stimulating them to
grapple with important issues.
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2010 Regular Membership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alberta Caregivers Association
Alzheimer Society of Edmonton
Calder Seniors Drop-in Society
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association
CARP-Edmonton Chapter
Catholic Social Services – Senior Council
Central Lions Seniors Association
Edmonton Lifelong Learners Association
Edmonton Meals on Wheels
Edmonton Seniors Centre
Edmonton Senior Slo-Pitch Association
Elder Abuse Intervention Team
ElderCare Edmonton
Golden Horizon Seniors Society
Good Samaritan Society
Ital-Canadian Seniors Association
Jewish Drop-In Centre
Lifestyle Helping Hands Seniors Association
Mill Woods Seniors Centre

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multicultural Women and Seniors Services
Association
Native Seniors Centre
North Edmonton Seniors Association
Operation Friendship Seniors Society
The Parkinson’s Society of Alberta
SAGE –Seniors Association of Greater
Edmonton
Senior Citizens Opportunity
Neighbourhood Assoc. (SCONA)
Seniors Assisted Transportation Society of
Greater Edmonton (SATS)
Seniors Outreach Network Society
Society of Seniors Caring About Seniors
South East Edmonton Seniors Association
(SEESA)
Southwest Seniors Outreach Society
Strathcona Place Senior Centre
Westend Seniors Activity Centre

Associate Membership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisory Board on Services for Persons With
Disabilities
Alberta Centre on Aging
Alberta Health Services Home Care
Alberta Health Primary Care Division
Arthritis Society
ASSIST Community Services Centre
Athabasca FCSS
City of Leduc FCSS
Commissionaires-Northern AB Division
Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater Edmonton Foundation Housing for
Seniors
Korean Seniors College Society
Lifestyle Options Retirement
Communities
Multicultural Health Brokers Co-operative
Norquest College
SKILLS Society
St. Albert FCSS
United Active Living-River Ridge Seniors
Wildrose Caregivers Ltd.

Plus 4 Individual Associate Members

Edmonton Seniors
Coordinating Council
#255 Bonnie Doon Shopping Centre
8330-82 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T6C 4E3
Telephone 780.423.5635
Fax 780.428.3844
E-mail: info@seniorscouncil.net
Website: www.seniorscouncil.net

The ESCC gratefully acknowledges
the support of our funders

